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Let f&6) = a, + q?l -!- . . . . + a,-,xn~-r, a, # 0, for 
0 < i Q k - 1, ai real, be a polynominal of k terms. Denote 
by Q(f&)) the number of terms of /,Jx)~. Put 

Q(k) = min QWb 
where f&) runs through all polynominals having k non- 
vanishing terms and real coefficients. 

R ‘DEI l) raised the problem whether Q(k) < k is possible. 
R~~NYI, KALMAR and R~DEI ‘) proved in fact that Iim inf 

k-+w 
Q&)/K = 0, also that Q(29) < 28. R~NYI~) further proved 
that 

1 1L Q(k) o 
n;\ n,,Z’lk = * 

He also conjectured that 

Em Qlla)=O. 
k+co k 

In this note we are going to prove (l), by a slight modifi- 
cation of the method used by R~NYI. In fact we shall prove 
the following 

T h e o r e m. ?%ere exist co&ants 0 < cz a& 0 ( c, < 1, 
so that 

Q(k) < c2 kl*. (21 

I) A. RBNYI, Hungarica Acta Math. 1, p. 30-34 (1947). 
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First we state two lemmas, both of which are contained in 
RLNYI’S paper. 

Lemma I. Q(29) < 28. 
Lemma II. Q(a.b) < Q(a).Q(b). (Lemma II in fact 

is almost obvious). 
From lemmas I and II we immediately obtain that 

Q(29’) < 2@, (3) 

or (2) is satisfied for integers of the form 29”. Assume now 
1 > 2 and 29’ < k < 29l+l. 

Put 

Let k(x) = a3 + a#1 + . . . + a,%“?, ai f 0, be the poIy- 
nomial for which h(z)2 has Q(293 < 2@ terms. Consider now 

F(x)=h(x)g(x), g(x)=b,+b,x”r+b,x”“r+ . . . +b,x”“p, bi#O 

where the b’s and s will be determined later. Let us compute 
the number of terms of F(x). Clearly F(x) has exactly (7 -1) 
(s + 1) terms d,x” where zt -f 0 (mod fir), further the constant 
term and the coefficient of x(S41)lkr can not be 0. By suitable 
choice of the b’s we can clearly arbitrarily prescribe whether 
the coefficient of xW’, 1 < v G s is 0 or not (we only have 
to solve equations of the first degree). Thus g(x) can be so 
chosen that F(x) should have 2 $- (r - 1) (s + 1) f A terms 
where b < A < s is arbitrary. Put 

k-2 
s-!-l= ___. [ 1 Y- 1 (5) 

Clearly by (4) s Z r - 1. Thus 

2+(r-l)(s+l) <k<2+((r--l)(s+I)-t-s. 

Thus by what has been said before we can determine g(x) 
so that F(x) = g(x)lz(x) has k terms. But then by lemma II 
F(x)~ has not more than 

(2s + 2) .28t < c2 kl+ (by (4) and (5)) 
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terms (g(x)” has < 2s + 2 terms). Thus our Theorem is 
proved. 

It would be interesting to determine the order of Q(k) 
more accurately. RCNYI “) conjectured that lili Q(K) = 00, 
but neither of us could prove this as yet. p1 

One final remark: Since R~NYI proves that Q(29) s; 28 
for polynominals having rational coefficients, our proof 
gives Q(k) I c,k l*lfor polynominals withrationalcoefficients. 
R~~NYI~) asks whether Q(k) is the same if the coefficients 
are rational, real, or complex. 

(Ingelcomen 14.7.‘48). 

2, Oral communication. 
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Our first theorem concerns a composition theorem for 
polynomials whose roots lie in certain sectors. It is an exten- 
sion of a result of L. WEISSNER l) and can be proved by the 
same method. Here we state it, and we give a short indepen- 
den.t proof, since it will be applied below. 

The term sect~lr is used here in the sense of an open point 
set in the complex plane bounded by two “) half lines starting 
from the origin. If S, and Sg are sectors with aperture Q and 
/3, respectively, and if Q + p < 2n, then the product S,Sp, 
consisting of all points wlw, (zqSa, w&$ is also a sector, 
with aperture cr + /?. The sector consisting of all points 
-w (w&S) is denoted by -- S. 

Theorem 1. Put 

A(z) = ;a,~ I%* f 0) 
0 

B(z) = 5 b,za (bN # 0; 
0 

g(z) = 5 n 1 a:,b,zn (K = Min (M, N)) 
0 

Szq!$ose that the roots of A(z) all lie in the sector S, (a I n) 

and those of B(z) in Sg (/3 I n). Then the roots of g{:(z) all lie in 
the sector S = - SaSp. 

‘) L. WEISSNER, Polynomials whose roots lie in a sector. Am. Journ. 

Math. 64, S-60 (1942). 

*) A single half line in case of aperture 2~. 


